
Auditor 
1.0 (43)

A fast, modern and efficient audio editor for the iPad touch screen providing many features for rapidly chopping, 
blending and editing audio files, taking full advantage of the latest advances in iOS.  Along with some extra additions that 
can become part of your DAW-less music making experience*.

 Extremely simple import and export directly to and from any location in the Files environment.
 Import and export to and from many file formats.
 Macro based multi-file batch format and rate conversion direct from the file browser.
 Single file and region based multi-layer editing modes with mixable bouncing to new layers.
 Loop tools for creating crossfade loops and (planned for a near future release) tools for slicing and stretching.
 Full multi-step undo. 
 Rapid and efficient locating, scrolling and zooming.
 Customizable Tool Bar and Transport Bar, (choose which editing functions you want available on buttons).
 A simple record function with support for hardware inputs from attached audio interfaces.
 Light and dark colour themes.

* Our future plans for the app include several audio units that will be integrated into Auditor but availalable for use in any host.  This first 
release includes an Audio File Player with some special features including synced playback, start and stop times, fade in/out and MIDI trigger.



Where is the Table of Contents in this manual? 

This PDF was created with a full table of contents that should be available in any good PDF reader app.
( there are many good PDF reader apps on the App Store and some are free ).

You can also use a PDF reader to search for keywords which will quickly hilite the pages you need to see.

There are also some links in the text to jump around to various relevant sections. 

Otherwise here are some links to some important sections in the manual...

Quick Start
Explains all the important parts of Auditor's user interface and provides several tips to get you up and running.

Projects & Sample Rate
A project is an optional method of working in Auditor.
By default an Auditor session uses the sample rate of the first file opened but you can create a project with a specified 
sample rate before opening a file and Auditor will automatically convert imported files to the project sample rate.

Audio Import/Export & Save Project
Auditor can import and export to many file formats including 32 bit floating point,  24 or 16 bit integer formats,  AAC, MP3 
and many others.

Actions Explained
"Actions" in Auditor are commands such as Play,  Copy,  Clear Selection, Normalize, Reverse etc.  Some are executed on 
selected audio,  others simply provide commands to the editor.  This section provides an explanation for each action Auditor 
provides.

Looping Tools
Specialised editors for quickly creating various types of loop. This first version of Auditor provides an editor for rapidly 
creating loops with crossfaded end points, ideal for ambient tracks.  (We intend to develop updates for Auditor in the near future 
with more tools for looping such as tempo based slicing).

Batch Processing & Macro Creation
Auditor can run sequences of commands (Actions) and execute format conversion on a selection containing any number of 
files directly from the file browser.  This section describes the built in macros and also how to create your own.

The File Player Audio Unit
Part of Auditor's remit is to serve as a vehicle to provide audio units that work with audio files. Currently,  at first release,  we 
provide a simple unit that can play audio files of any length, with attack and release fades,  beat synchronisation and specified 
start and stop times.

Why Read a Manual? 

How many times have you seen RTFM written as a response to questions posted in forums? 

No-one is suggesting everyone should read a large manual from beginning to end in one sitting but we do highly recommend 
you browse through the Quick Start section as it contains a lot of useful information to get you up and running quickly.

Generally speaking, it is much quicker  and easier to open a manual in a PDF reader and do a search for a couple of 
keywords than it is to write to a forum or even to the developer and then wait an indeterminate amount of time for a reply.  
In fact writing to a developer with simple questions that can be answered by easilly searching the manual is very likely to get 
you an "RTFM" reply because the developer spent a lot of time making the manual for you!

Does this manual need improving? 

If you've read or searched through this manual for an important topic and could not find any results,  or if you've found any 
mistakes in the text,  then please do write a polite note to us and let us know and, if necessary we'll update the manual.
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QUICK START
THE FILE BROWSER 

The first view you'll see when you launch Auditor is a standard system file browser.  Here you can select a file to edit, or to 
audition/listen to the file before opening, or select a group of files for batch format conversion.

To open a file for editing simply tap on an item in the browser and it will be launched into the editor.  Auditor can open 
many different file formats and converts files to a high precision 32 bit form while editing. 

To audition a file, Auditor provides an action button at the 
end of the standard menu which is shown when you long 
press on an audio file item in the browser.

TIP: Don't forget to make use of the Favourites section in the browser!  

To add an item to Favourites, simply drag a folder from the main list over to the Favourites area.  This makes it much easier to access 
commonly needed folders and speeds up the process of locating files.
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THE ON MY IPAD/AUDITOR FOLDER. 

Auditor can export audio files directly to any location in the Files system. However as a shortcut it defaults to saving to a 
folder located at Files/On My iPad/Auditor.  This folder in an app is also sometimes referred to as the Documents folder.

The contents of this folder are:
• Audio:  This is the default location for audio files saved from Auditor's editor.
• Projects:  Auditor sessions can become 'Projects' and projects are located in this folder. 

An editing session automatically becomes a project if the original single file is split into more than one region or if the session 
contains more than one layer. Project folders contain all the info needed to recreate a session.  
(See the Projects section of the manual for more detail)

• Processed:  This is the destination for the output files from the batch file processor which is described in detail in it's 
own section of the manual.

The Auditor folder may also contain other files such as this manual.

NOTE:  The 'On my iPad/Auditor' folder may be deleted if you delete the app! 
If you store important files here it's a good idea to make sure it is backed up regularly. 
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THE EDITOR 
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TIPS:  
- Tapping or swiping in the ruler bar (5) moves the play head marker directly to your finger. 
- A good practise when zoomed in is to tap in the ruler bar to bring the play head into view.
- The zoom button is multiple tap: Each tap will cycle through a set of useful zoom ranges.
-   If you can't remember a particular gesture, just try tapping or long pressing to see what happens.  Almost every action is undoable!

1. Menu Bar.  Tap the X button to exit the editor and return to the browser.
2. Action Bar. Buttons containing commands and actions to act on the current selection etc.  

Each action is explained in detail later in the manual. Updates will bring even more!  
(Long-press to customise which actions are displayed in the bar).

3. Info Bar and button to show/hide the layer volume controls.
4. Overview. Displays all the audio in the in the current session. Drag in the overview for rapid scrolling.
5. Ruler: Tap or drag in the ruler to move the play head to your finger position.  Long-press to change time format.
6. Audio Layers. Containing one or more layers containing one or more audio regions.  

- Vertical swipe to rapidly zoom or pinch to zoom with accuracy.  
- Horizontal swipe to scroll.  
- Tap regions to select, long-press to add or remove another region to the selection.

7. Transport. Buttons to play from various locations and to quickly scroll to various locations.  
The zoom button is multiple tap: Each tap will cycle through a set of useful zoom ranges. 
(Long-press to customise which buttons are displayed in the transport bar).

8. Loop Range. Drag the handles to set loop positions or set either end to the play head using an action button.
9. Selection Range. Drag the handles to set loop positions or set either end to the play head using an action button.
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THE MENU BAR 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

1. Onscreen help. Tap this button to display an overlay containing some helpful information.
2. New Project. Use this to create a new, empty project (or session) with a specified sample rate.
3. Input/Output selection. Shows a panel used to select hardware inputs and outputs.
4. Loop Tools. Changes the editing mode to special views used for creating various kinds of loop. 

At the time of writing the only option is Crossfade looping, but more options will be added in future updates.
5. Audio Import. Use this to load another file for editing or to add another layer of audio to the session.
6. Save/Export Audio. Shows options for saving audio in various formats or to save the current project.
7. Output volume LED. Shows the playback level with a long peak hold.
8. Exit Button. Quits the editor and returns to the file browser.

THE ACTION BAR 

1 2

1. Undo/Redo buttons. 
Tap these to step through the undo/redo history.

2. Action Buttons. 
Each button contains a single command or Action e.g.  toggling Snap on or off, or a DSP action such as Normalize. 
This view is customisable to allow the user to select which actions are available.  
Long-press in any button to start customising.  
More and more Actions will be provided in future Auditor updates.

THE INFO BAR 

1 2

1. Layer Volume Controls.  
Tap this button to reveal or hide the volume, pan, mute and solo controls per layer.

2. Project Information.  
Shows the project sample rate, tempo and various location values such as the loop and selection ranges. 
Tap on any field to reveal a panel to enter a value from the keyboard.  
In Auditor, values can be expressed as expressions i.e:  3 * 60 for 3 minutes. or 5 * 4 for bar 5 at 4/4.
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THE OVERVIEW 

This panel shows the range of the audio in the entire session. It also hilites the selection and the range of the audio 
currently visible in Audio Layers panel underneath. 
 
Slide or swipe in this panel to rapidly scroll the editor along the time line.

THE RULER 

1. Timeline.  
Shows the time in various formats including Sample Frames, Minutes & Seconds and Bars/Beats/Ticks. 
Long press in the ruler to change the time format.

2. Play-Head. 
The current play position. 
Tap or swipe in the ruler to bring the play-head to your finger location.

3. Loop Range. 
Hilites the current loop range in the ruler.

1
3

2

THE TRANSPORT BAR 

1. Loop enable.  
Buttons to enable looping around the selection or the loop range.

2. Playback buttons 
Return to zero, play, play-to, play-from, play to selection start, play selection, play from selection end. 
Long press on any button to customise the panel to your own preference.

3. Zoom Button.  
Tap this button repeatedly to cycle through a set of useful zoom ranges. 
- Zoom to fit 
- Zoom to global selection 
- Zoom to selected region(s) 
- Zoom in to play-head.

4. Locator Buttons. 
Rapidly scroll directly to play-head, selection end points or region and loop end points.

1 2 3 4
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AUDIO REGIONS 

Regions are movable ranges of audio created by using the Split or Paste actions to cut the original single file into one or 
more sections.  DSP actions such as reverse or normalize can be applied to individual regions. 

Regions can be moved along the time line and also to new layers. 

Overlapping regions on the same layer are automatically cross-faded.

When you first open an audio file a single region is created.

Slide in the ruler to set the play-head to the split location. Zoom in using vertical swipe for more accurate positioning.

Tap the Split action button and the single region is split into 2. Here the 2nd region has also been selected by tapping on 
it and can be moved around by sliding the drag handle...
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THE ACTION MENU 

THE REGION DRAG HANDLE 

This object appears when you tap on a selected audio region in the main editor view. 

It has two functions:
i. Tapping on the drag handle will reveal a menu of editing actions available for the selected region(s). 

Note: This menu contains ALL the available actions in context which may differ from those in the Action Bar
ii. Dragging in the handle allows you to slide selected regions along the time line or move them to another layer.

This serves the purpose of reducing UI clutter and also helps prevent accidental region displacement when swiping  to scroll 
the audio view.  The handle also serves to show which region is the 'master' region when dragging a selection of regions. 

For example, here are three selected regions, the leftmost contains the drag handle. When Snap is enabled, the region 
containing the handle is the region that is used determine how and where to snap the drag to important locations like 
bars, beats, other regions and the play-head.  It is most common to use the leftmost region, but sometimes there are 
reasons to use another. 

Tapping in the Drag Handle reveals an Action Menu.

There isn't space in the Action Bar to display all of Auditor's actions and in future updates 
there are likely to be more added.  This menu pops up when you tap the in the Drag Handle 
and it contains all the actions for the current context depending on selections in editor. 
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REGION ANCHOR

MAKE UNIQUE

Say you have a spoken word sample and you want to align a specific word to a beat or other location.  You can set 
an Anchor mark in regions and the mark is included in the snapping locations when dragging. 

The Anchor is set by positioning the playhead at required location in a selected region and selecting the Anchor to 
Playhead action from the Region Menu.  A small mark will appear in the region.

In the Action Bar enable the Snap action and drag the region containing 
the anchor along the timeline to it's required location.

Copies of regions reference the same sample caches and DSP actions on a copied region also affect 
the copies.  

The Make Unique action creates a unique sample cache for a region so that it can be processed 
without affecting other copies. 

Tip: If you process the audio in a region, say with Reverse, and other regions are also reversed, then the solution is to undo 
the action and use the Make Unique action on the  region before processing it.
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THE AUDIO EDITING VIEW AND SELECTION 

Before describing the editor in detail it's worth noting that Auditor has three types of selection:

1 - Global
2 - Region
3 - Layer

Any combination of selection can be active at any time and determines which editing Actions are available.
However this is designed to be intuitive rather than complicated as you will quickly discover.

Global Selection

The global selection range (here shown in blue) is simply a start and an end point that encompasses all the audio it 
covers on all layers. 

Region Selection

In a multi-region session individual regions can be selected by tapping on them. 
Long-press on other regions to add or remove them from an existing selection.
Tap on a selected region to reveal the Drag Handle and make it the Master Region.

If regions are selected under a global selection, only the audio in the selected regions covered by the global are affected by editing actions.
If there are no selected regions under a global selection then all the audio in the range covered by the selection is affected.
Selected Layers become the destination for Paste operations.

Layer Selection

In a multi-layer session a single layer can selected by tapping on it's background.  The selected layer is the destination 
layer for paste.  This way you can copy audio from any number of layers and paste it back to a single layer.  If there is no 
selected layer Paste will paste back into the original layers.
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LAYERS 
In Auditor,  audio layers are a bit like individual tracks of audio except that we prefer to call them Layers because Auditor is 
not intended to be used as a DAW.  The main use for a layer in Auditor is to mix and blend audio regions with other layers. 

When you save or export audio from Auditor all the layers in the session are mixed into a stereo (or mono) file.  

You can also save the entire session including all the layers and regions as a Project.

CREATING NEW LAYERS:

There are two methods to create layers:

i: Import an audio file to a new layer

Tap the Import button in the menu bar and select Add Layer... This will take you to the Browser where you can select a 
file to be imported to the new layer.

NOTE:  The new file will be imported to a new layer at the location of the play-head.

ii: Create a new empty layer.

This is useful when you need a new layer as a destination for copy pasting existing regions.

Tap any selected region to reveal the Drag Handle. Tap the Drag Handle to reveal the Action Menu 
and select Add Layer.

A new empty layer is added to the session.

Tip:  If your workflow includes often creating new layers you can customise the Action Bar to include the Add Layer action as a shortcut.
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LAYER CONTROLS 
Tap the button on the left side of the Info Bar to to reveal or hide the volume, pan, mute and solo buttons per layer.

Each layer can have it's own volume and pan. 

The top center dial is a master level control.

If the resulting audio level goes above the clipping level for integer formats Auditor renders the samples in red.

NOTE: Unlike other software Auditor's dials are velocity sensitive.  This means the faster you swipe the more they turn.  Thus in order to make 
very fine adjustments you should move your finger slowly when adjusting the levels.

COMMON GESTURES 

Tap:

• Tap (or swipe) in the ruler to move the Play Head to your finger. 
• Tap an unselected audio region to select it, deselect all others and reveal the Region Drag Handle         .
• Tap a selected audio region to make it the master region before dragging a group of regions.
• Tap the Region Drag Handle          to reveal a menu of editing actions for the selected region.

Double Tap:

• Double tap on any region to select or deselect all audio regions in the same layer lane.
• Double tap to set dials and sliders to their default value.

	 

Long Press:


• Long press on an audio region to select/deselect or add/remove the region to/from an existing selection.
• Long press on buttons to access the customise editor for the Transport and Action Bars. 
• Long press in the ruler to change time format.

Horizontal Swipe:

• Swipe to scroll the audio view when zoomed in.
• Swipe in the ruler to move the play-head to your finger.
• Swipe on the Region Drag Handle           to move selected regions along the timeline.

Vertical Swipe:

• Vertical Swipe in the audio view to rapidly zoom in and out.
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WHAT IS A PROJECT? 

Projects are simply folders located at OnMyIPad/Auditor/Projects.  These folders contain all the information required to 
recreate a complex editing session.  A session automatically becomes a project if it contains more than one Audio Region. 

Often the user does not need to know if a session has become a Project or not and so Auditor does nothing special until 
the session  is saved,  at which time the an option is provided to save as a Project or just to simply save the audio in the 
session as an audio file.

PROJECTS & SAMPLE RATE

HOW TO SET THE PROJECT SAMPLE RATE 

There are three ways to set the sample rate before starting an editing session:

NOTE:  
The sample rate of a session is usually set to the sample rate of the first file that was loaded into the session.
To start a session with a specific sample rate,  tap the New button in the menu bar.

i: Simply start a session by opening an audio file from the browser.

Auditor does not force the user to decide a sample rate before starting a session, in fact most of the time the process is 
automatic.  When you first open an audio file to start a new session Auditor will internally set the session rate to the same 
rate as the file.

ii: Create a New Empty Project from the Menu Bar.

Tap the New button in the Menu Bar and you'll be presented with an option to start a new project with a sample rate.

iii: From the Browser, tap on the Create Document button.

You can also start a new empty project directly from the Browser.

DEVICE VS SESSION SAMPLE RATE 

When playing,  Auditor will always output to the device it's connected to at the hardware sample rate of the device.  So for 
example if the device is set to run at 48kHz Auditor will play out at 48kHz.  This means that if a editing session has a different 
rate to that of the device then Auditor will be performing sample rate conversion internally when it plays.
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IMPORTING AUDIO FILES 

Importing, Opening or Loading (however you like to say it) an audio file is as simple as tapping on the file in the Browser.
Auditor will automatically open and if necessary decompress and perform format and sample rate conversion to conform to 
the editing session.  If the session already contains audio regions then Import will give the user the chance to create a new 
layer or replace an existing layer..

IMPORT/EXPORT & SAVE PROJECT 

SPLIT SCREEN AND DRAG & DROP 

Auditor also supports Split Screen and Import from apps that support Drag & Drop.
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EXPORTING OR SAVING AUDIO FILES

Tap the Save button in the Menu Bar and the 
export panel appears.  Auditor will attempt to 
provide a good default choice for export 
based on the files imported into the current 
session. 

In this panel you choose the type and format 
for export. 

If the session has an active global selection you 
can choose to save only the audio in the range of 
the selection.

If the session has more than one Region you can 
opt to save it either as a Project or as an audio 
file.

Set the file name for exporting by tapping in the 
name field at the top of the panel.

SUPPORTED FILE TYPES

Currently Auditor can import and export the following file types:

WAV (WAVE & RF64),  AIFF,  AIFC, CAF, MP3,  AAC, MP4, M4a/b, 3G2, 3GP, SND, FLAC

Save Audio (or Project) to On My IPad
This button is a shortcut to save directly to the OnMyiPad/Auditor/... folder,  also known as the Documents folder.

Export...
Tap the Export button to reveal the standard iOS export panel which will allow you to select any location in the iOS 
Files environment, including,  direct to iCloud Drive,  Dropbox,  Audio Share and other apps that accept audio files.
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EDITOR COMMANDS 

Editor commands execute actions in the editor that are not related to processing audio.  All these commands are undoable 
and available as customisable buttons which can assigned to the editor's Action Bar.  Some will also appear the Action Menu  
when you tap the Region Drag Handle.

ACTIONS & EDITOR COMMANDS 

Add Layer

Adds a new empty Layer to the project.

Anchor to Playhead

Creates an Anchor marker inside the selected region at the playhead location.  
The marker is used as an offset for the snap position for the region.

Bounce

Mixes the selection on all layers to a new layer, respecting layer volumes and pan settings.  This is 
effectively the same as exporting the audio and re-loading the exported audio. 

Clear Selection

 The first tap on this button will un-select any layer selection if one exists.
A subsequent tap will un-select global selection and Region selections.
Note: The button can be tapped twice to clear un-select all.

Compact

Deletes empty Layers and removes all empty space after the end of the audio in the session. 

Copy

Copies selected Regions to the clipboard. 
If a global selection exists the operation is limited to the global selection range.

Crop

Crops selected regions to the range of the global selection. 
Unselected regions are not affected with one exception:  If the session contains only a single region, it is 
cropped to the length of the selection and then moved to start at time zero.
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Cut

Copies selected Regions to the clipboard and then deletes the selection.
If a global selection exists the operation is limited to the global selection range.

Delete Region

Deletes all selected regions.

Join

Available when two selected regions are adjacent on the same layer.  This operation joins the two 
regions to make one.  The regions must be butted up to each other with no gaps.

Loop End to Playhead

Moves the Loop End marker to the Playhead location.

Loop Start to Playhead

Moves the Loop Start marker to the Playhead location. 

Loop to Selection

Sets the Loop range to the range of the global selection.

Make Unique

Copies of regions reference the same audio samples and DSP actions on a copied region also 
affect the copies.  This action creates a unique audio cache for a region so that it can be processed 
without affecting it's copies.  (See also here)

Paste

Pastes the clipboard back into the session at the location of the Playhead.
NOTE:  If a selected Layer exists, the clipboard will be copied to the selected Layer regardless of which 
Layer it originally came from.  To paste to the same Layers,  use the Clear Selection action before Paste.

Paste Into

Inserts the clipboard at the location of the Playhead.  Existing audio is split at the Playhead and 
moved up the timeline to make space for the pasted audio.
NOTE:  If a selected Layer exists, the clipboard will be copied to the selected Layer.
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The number of available commands is likely to increase via future updates to Auditor.

Play-From Lock

Locks the marker that is dropped in the ruler at the Playhead location when Auditor starts playing.  
This allows you to mark a fixed location for use by the Play-To and Play-From commands.

Selection End to Playhead

Moves the Global Selection End marker to the Playhead location. 

Selection Start To Playhead

Moves the Global Selection Start marker to the Playhead location. 

Selection to Loop

Sets the Global Selection range to the range of the Loop.

Selection to Region

Sets the Global Selection range to the range of all selected Regions.

Show Handles

Shows or hides the drag handles for the Global Selection and Loop.

Snap

Enables or disables Snap while dragging the Playhead or a region selection.  When enabled, 
Auditor attempts to snap dragged items to various useful locations.
NOTE: Snap is always temporarily disabled while the editor view is fully zoomed in.

Split

Splits selected regions at the Playhead location, creating new regions either side of the playhead.
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TRANSPORT COMMANDS 

Loop On/Off

While playing Auditor will loop around the range between the Loop Start and End markers.

Loop Around Selection On/Off

While playing Auditor will loop around the range between the Global Selection Start and End 
markers.  While active,  the selection loop overrides the main loop.

Return to Zero

Moves the Playhead to to time zero.

Play

Plays from the current location of the Playhead. 
Drops a marker in the ruler at the Playhead location.  The marker is useful for restarting from the same 
location using the Play-From transport command.

Play To

Plays, with a few seconds pre-roll, to the marker previously dropped by the Play command.

Play From

Plays from the marker previously dropped by the Play command.

Play To Selection Start

Plays from the Playhead location to the start of the Global Selection.
If the Playhead is past the selection start,  it moves the Playhead and plays with a few seconds pre-roll 
to the start of the Global Selection.

Play Selection

Plays the range of the Global Selection or the selected region range if no global selection.
If Loop Around Selection is enabled,  Auditor will loop around the Global Selection.
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Play from Selection End

Plays from the end of the Global Selection or the selected region range if no global selection

Record

Shows the Record Panel which provides a simple method to record from hardware inputs.
NOTE:  The record button is not available if the Inputs switch is turned off in the i/o Panel.

Zoom

Repeatedly tapping this buttons zooms the editor to various useful levels of zoom.
NOTE:  Remember you can tap this button more than once.

Locate to Playhead

Scrolls the editor so the Playhead is centred in the view.

Locate to Region Start

Scrolls the editor so the start of selected Region is centred in the view.

Locate to Selection Start

Scrolls the editor so the start of the Global Selection is centred in the view.

Locate to Loop Start

Scrolls the editor so the start of the Loop is centred in the view.

Locate to Loop End

Scrolls the editor so the end of the Loop is centred in the view.
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Fade Down

Applies a linear fade down to the audio in the selection.
To create curved fades, apply this action more than once.

DSP (AUDIO PROCESSING) COMMANDS 

These commands process ranges of selected audio and replace existing samples with new.
As time passes,  it is likely Auditor will be updated with even more DSP commands.

Locate to Selection End

Scrolls the editor so the end of the Global Selection is centred in the view.

Locate to Region End

Scrolls the editor so the end of the selected Region is centred in the view.

Bounce

Mixes the selection on all layers to a new layer,  respecting layer volumes and pan settings.  This is 
effectively the same as exporting the audio and re-loading the exported audio. 

Fade Up

Applies a linear fade up to the audio in the selection.
To create curved fades, apply this action more than once.

Invert Phase

Inverts the audio samples in the selection.  Makes positive samples negative and vice versa.
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Normalize

Adjusts the amplitude of the selected audio samples so that the highest peak is the maximum 
allowable before audible clipping would occur if the audio is saved to an integer file format.

Reverse

Reverses the selected audio.

Silence

Replaces samples with zeros.

Extract Channels

For stereo audio: Creates two new Layers with one containing all the left samples and the other 
containing all the right samples.  The Layer Pan controls are also set to left and right for the new 
layers.

Remove DC

Removes any DC offset from the selected audio. If a waveform is not centered on the zero line it 
maybe because it has a DC offset. This action removes the offset by filtering the DC content.
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HARDWARE I/O SELECTION

In the Menu Bar the I/O button is used to call up an input and output selection panel. 
This panel can be used to connect Auditor to any class compliant USB audio hardware.
Scroll through the lists and tap on an item to make a connection.

At the bottom of the panel there is a volume slider which can be used to set the device output volume.

NOTE: 

If the Inputs switch is turned off,  it is not possible to record in Auditor and the Record button in the transport bar will be 
disabled.
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RECORDING

Use the I/O panel to select an input source and then the Record button in the Transport Bar will be enabled. 

Tap the Record Button in the Transport Bar to show the Record Panel.

Here you can set input level and tap on the Record button                   to start recording. 

NOTE: 

If the Inputs switch is turned off in the I/O panel  it is not possible to record in Auditor and the Record button in the 
transport bar will be disabled.
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LOOP TOOLS

The Loop Tools button in the Menu Bar provides access to specialised views which are used to make it easy to convert 
individual regions of audio into seamless loops.

CHOOSING A LOOPING TOOL 

In the editor select a single audio region or make a global selection ( or both ).
Tap the Loop Tools button in the Menu Bar and a list of available tools will be shown.
Select an option in the list and the Editor will show the looping tool...

NOTE:  At the time of Auditor's first release there is just the one loop tool option:  Crossfade Looper.  
More tools are planned to be added in future updates.
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CROSSFADE LOOPER 

The Crossfade Looping tool is for creating loopable regions whose ends merge seamlessly into each other.  This type of 
loop is ideal for creating ambient drones or infinite loops for audio with no discernable rhythm or beat.  Using this tool you 
can quickly create loops that crossfade samples from either end of the selected loop region in the view. 
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1. Source:  The filled colour overlay shows the region from which audio will taken to create the fade.
2. Destination:  The gradient overlay shows the region inside the loop to be blended with the source.
3. Loop Handles: Set the loop start and end locations by dragging these handles.
4. Transport:  Simple transport controls with zoom and location shortcut buttons.
5. Fade Length:  This slider sets the length of the fade.  

The length depends on the amount of audio available at either side of the loop start or end.
6. Head Fade:  Tap this button to create a crossfade with audio that preceeds the start of the loop.
7. Tail Fade:  Tap this button to create a crossfade with audio that follows the end of the loop.
8. Fade Curves:  Options to set the source and destination fade curves.  Defaults to equal power.
9. Cancel:  Quits the loop tool and returns to the Editor without commiting the loop.
10. Commit:  Returns to the Editor replacing the original region with the looped audio.   

The head and tail sections of the original region are retained by splitting the original into new regions.
11. Commit+Crop:  Returns to the Editor replacing the original region with the looped audio.  

This option is only available when the original source region is the only region in the session.  
i.e.  When the session is just a single file Commit+Crop completely replaces the original source region with 
only the audio in the range of the new loop,  cropping the original region and deleting the head and tail 
sections. 

3
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WHERE ARE AUDITOR'S SETTINGS?

SETTINGS / PREFS

Auditor has very few global settings and you can find them in the system Settings.app... 

Run Settings.app              and scroll down the list of apps on the left side to find Auditor...  

• Background Audio:  Gives Auditor permission to produce audio when it's running in the background.
• Restore Factory Batch Macros:  To restore the batch macros that Auditor provides by default ...  

- Quit Auditor. 
- Enable this setting by turning on the switch here. 
- Run Auditor, the macros should be restored and this setting will be reset to off again.

• Console Log:  This option is off by default,  when this setting is enabled Auditor will create a file called "Console" in 
it's documents folder.  Auditor writes debugging information to this file whenever it runs which may be useful to 
Living Memory Software and if you report a bug to us you may be asked to enable this setting and send us the file.  
Auditor does not write any private,  personal or other sensitive information to the file,  and if you're conncerned,  as it's a 
text file you can confirm this by reading it yourself.

• Verbose Logging:  When this option is enabled Auditor writes more detail into the Console file.
• Dark Mode:  You can switch between Dark or Light themes here, or choose to use the system choice.
• Sensitivity Sliders: Increase or decrease the velocity sensitivity of Auditor's controls.

Note:  In future updates it's likely that more items may be added to Auditor's Settings.

Note: Other panels in the settings are provided by iOS and maybe different from those shown in the screenshot here.  Auditor's settings as 
described here will be at the bottom of the list and you may need to scroll down to find them.
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Auditor can process multiple files directly from the browser using Macros which can be created in the Macro Editor.
The process is non-destructive and new files are created in Auditor's documents folder,  the original files remain unaltered.
These macros can perform any combination of the following... 

- Sample Rate Conversion
- File Format Conversion
- DSP Actions such as Normalise or Invert and others.

HOW TO RUN A BATCH PROCESS 

In the Browser locate a folder containing the files you want to process and press the Select button at the top.

BATCH AUDIO PROCESSING

Then you can either press the Select All button or select individual files as shown below...

The Batch-Process button will become enabled when the selection contains only audio files. 

NOTE: If  the Batch-Process button is not enabled it's probably because somewhere in the selection is an item which is not a valid file.
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When you've made a selection of files you can press the Batch-Process button and the Batch panel will appear.
Here you can choose to use the currently selected macro (usually the last one that was used) or enter the Macro Editor.

If you choose to run the selected macro,  Auditor will start to run the macro and when it's complete you can find the 
batch of new converted files in the Processed folder in Auditor's documents folder...

To select a different macro or create new macro you choose the Macro Editor option in the Batch panel.  (see next page...)
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THE BATCH MACRO EDITOR 

This is where you can create new macros or select an existing macro to make it the default.

1
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1. Macro Description:  You can tap on this text field to enter a short description for the Macro.
2. Format Selectors:  Enable these fields by turning on the switches to the right.  

If a switch is in the off position the macro will use the equivalent format parameter from the source file.  
So if say File Type and Sample Rate are turned off  then output file will have same type and rate as the original.  
If  all the format switches are off then the new file will be same format as the source file.

3. Macros:  This is the list of available macros.   
The selected item in this list is the macro being edited.  
To delete a macro,  slide its name to the left as you do usually in iOS lists.

4. Actions:  A list of available DSP actions which can be added to the macro.
5. Actions In Macro:  The list of DSP actions which are in the selected macro. 

To add an action to the selected macro,  select an item in the Actions list and press the green + button.  
To remove an action from the macro,  select it in the Actions in Macro list, press the red - button (or slide it to the left).

6. New Macro:  Tap the + button to create a new macro. Use the Rename button to change its name.
7. Select Macro:  Makes the selected macro current and closes the macro editor without running it.
8. Run Macro:  Closes the macro editor,  makes the selected macro current and runs it.

NOTE:
Auditor provides some default "Factory" macros. and it is possible to edit them.  
To restore Factory Macros see the Settings section of this manual. 
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FILE PLAYER AUDIO UNIT 

AUDIO UNITS
Part of the design for Auditor is also to be a container for Audio Units!  

As these require a considerable development period we've decided to release Auditor before completing all the various 
audio units we have planned.  Over time several interesting units wil be released as updates to Auditor,  some may be free 
while others are likely to be In-App-Purchases (IAPs). 

On first release Auditor provides one Audio Unit:  Auditor File Player ...

The Auditor File Player Audio Unit is more than just a basic audio file player,  it provides several useful features not found 
in other players.
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1. File Name:  The name of the file in the player : This will be RED if the file sample rate differs from the device rate.  
(For efficiency the one thing Auditor File Player does not do is sample rate conversion,  you can use Auditor to convert audio file rates).

2. Sync:  This button enables or disables host synchronisation; 
    HOST:  The player uses the host clock to synchronise file playback.  
    FREE:  The player is free running,  there is no synchronisation.  
    In FREE mode a MIDI note or controller recieved by the unit can be used to toggle start and stop.

3. Start/Stop:  
When Sync (2) is set to FREE this button starts or stops playback.   
When Sync (2) is set to HOST, the host app is used to start and stop the player,  but tapping this button will also 
stop playback.  If fades are enabled (11&14) audio will fade in on start and fade out before stopping.

4. Start Time:  Tap this field to set the host time at which playback will start. (Ignored when Sync is set to FREE)
5. Single Shot:  Sets playback mode to play through the file just once and then stop.  
6. Loop:  Sets playback mode to loop from the end of the file back to the start.
7. Retrigger:  Playback is restarted from the begining of the file each time the Period (8) is reached.
8. Period:  When Retrigger (7) is active,  sets the amount of time between restarts.  Equivalent to setting a loop length.
9. Duration:  Sets the total playback duration for all modes.
10. Audio Display:  A simple display showing the audio and play position.
11. Fade In:  Enables or disables Fade In.
12. Fade In Length:  Sets the length of the fade in if (11) is enabled.
13. Fade Out Length:  Sets the length of the fade out if (14) is enabled.
14. Fade Out:  Enables or disables Fade Out.
15. Time Mode:  Toggles between Minutes/Seconds and Bars/Beats.
16. File Browser:  Tap this button to show a file browser for selecting audio files. 
17. Share:  A button to show the standard iOS share panel for exporting the audio file to Auditor or elsewhere.
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FILE PLAYER: MIDI TRIGGER 

When File Player sync is in FREE mode, the Start Time button (4) shows the MIDI note or CC number that will trigger 
start and stop.   

Tap the button to reveal a panel that allows you to enter a Note or controller number or put the unit into Learn mode.  

In Learn mode the unit will wait until it receives the next note or controller from MIDI and will set the trigger 
accordingly.

4
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Auditor is designed, coded and maintained by Andy Bull.

Living Memory Software is Andy Bull and Jan Deakin.

© Copyright: Living Memory Software 2019.

If you use Auditor and you like it please take the time to leave a review on the App Store.
Living Memory do not pay for reviews or insert annoying nag screens into our apps  

we rely on the goodwill of our customers to rate our app on the store
which, in turn, gives us the ability to continue to maintain the code and produce updates.

If you find a bug,  know that we really do hate bugs just as much as you! 
Reporting a bug via the support link on the website is far more productive than leaving a complaint on the App Store!

All bugs are squashed quickly and updates rapidly issued.

Website: www.livingmemorysoftware.com
Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/layrsynth/?ref=bookmarks

http://www.livingmemorysoftware.com
https://www.facebook.com/layrsynth/?ref=bookmarks
http://www.livingmemorysoftware.com
https://www.facebook.com/layrsynth/?ref=bookmarks
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